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▌ Most of the parties which will likely sit in 

the next Parliament Lower offer long-term 
“visions” … 
  

▌ …but are remarkably poor at solving short-
term problems. The programs on the right, 
left and center degenerated into the tax 
cut race. 
  

▌ The best economic program comes from 
TOP09.  

 
▌ It may not feel like it but almost 4 years have 

already elapsed since the last Parliamentary 
elections in the Czech Republic.  A that means one 
thing: that the next elections are knocking on the 
door. Indeed, as per the decision of Czech 
president, they are to be held on October 20-21, 
2017. With less than 100 days to elections (and 
economy humming) and summer in full swing,  it is 
now good time to  see what the top contestants – 
those that stand a good chance of actually making 
it into Parliament – promise in respect to the 
economy and the economic policy. 
 

▌ First, who the top contestants are? What follows is 
the overview of the main parties ranked according 
to how the recent polls see them faring in the 
upcoming elections. 

 
▌ Uncontested leader in all of the polls is the 

movement ANO of the former minister of 
finance and billionaire of Slovak origin, 
Andrej Babis, regularly polling between 
25% and 30%. This is a populist “big-tent” 
party opposed to be labelled on the 
classical right-left axis and (cl-)aiming to 
“cleanse” the country of allegedly 
pervasive corruption and mismanagement. 
In its practical views – insofar as they can 
be ascertained (no trivial task, as shall be 
seen below) - it is a centrist party with 
populist leanings and greater-than-usual  

 
 

degree of time-inconsistency in its views.1  
 

▌ Second (or third) in the polls are the Czech 
Social Democrats (known by their Czech 
acronym “CSSD”). This is a typical social-
democratic party, dating back to 1870s and 
standing on the platform of welfare state 
and of mixed economy. It is a leading 
member of the current coalition 
government (with ANO and Christian 
Democrats) – the Prime Minister hails from 
CSSD – but is now far behind ANO, polling 
between 10% and 15%. 

 
▌ The third place is occupied by Communists 

(Czech abbreviation of “KSCM” for 
Communist Party of Bohemia and 
Moravia), an unapologetically far-left 
communist party, majority of which is 
Stalinist in nature and still in favor of the 
“leading role” of the Communists in the 
society. It stresses primacy of common 
ownership. In my personal view, it should 
have been outlawed long time ago. It isn’t 
and regularly pulls between 10% and 15% 
of votes in elections. It has never been part 
of the central government since 1989.  

 
▌ The last three parties that the polls 

regularly send to Parliament are two right-
wing parties (Civic Democrats, or “ODS” 
and TOP09, a name derived from  first 
letters of Czech words Tradition, 
Responsibility, Prosperity) and one 
Christian Democratic party by the name of 
Christian and Democratic Union – 
Czechoslovak People’s Party (Czech 
acronym “KDU-CSL”). The Civic Democrats 

                                                 
1 These were seen in, for example, attitude towards balanced 
budget or euro adoption, both of which changed dramatically over 
last few years, reflecting changes in the opinions of its leader. 
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is liberal-conservative party modelled on 
(and still ideologically close to) the Tories of 
UK, incl. Euroscepticism. TOP09 is similarly 
liberal conservative party but, unlike ODS, 
one of distinctly pro-EU stance. Both ODS 
and TOP09 regularly poll between 6% and 
11%.  Finally, Christian Democrats is pro-
EU Christian Democratic and socially 
Conservative party, regularly polling 
around 7%-8%. 

 
▌ These 6 parties’ economic programs obviously 

differ. Although it is now premature to say how 
will the future government look like, the fact that 
ANO has such a big lead makes it almost certain 
that it will be part of any realistic coalition after 
the October elections. And therefore, let us look at 
ANO economic program first.2   
 

ANO: DREAMS AND HAPHAZARD 
TAXES. 
 

▌ It is more complicated than what one would 
expect since ANO doesn’t have any formal 
economic program to speak of. At its website, the 
last program of any sort is the one for 2016 
regional elections (!), and that obviously didn’t put 
much emphasis on economic policy. The closest 
one can get to views held on economic policy is 
the “vision” of ANO’s leader, encapsulated in his 
book titled “What I dream of when I sleep” ↗  of 
how the Czech republic should look like in 2035… 
Shocking as it may appear at the first glance, it is 
not surprising on second look: ANO is one-man 
party that has been founded solely on the idea of 
being in opposition to established (allegedly 
corrupt and inefficient) parties. It feeds on the 
general mistrust in traditional political parties and 
thus doesn’t need to offer much in the way of 
program.  

 
▌ Although ANO ran in 2013 elections solely on the 

promise to “eradicate rampant corruption and 
stop wasteful spending” through which, allegedly, 
Czech economy was losing CZK 200 bn. per year3 

                                                 
2 One note: author cannot vote in the Czech Republic and what 
follows is his personal reading of the programs. 
3 Its leader admitted since then that he’d had no idea about what 
he had at that time been talking about…Also, nothing remotely 

 

and to be not like “them”, it did have some 
rudimentary program ↗ at the time. This together 
with previous media appearances of its leader, 
helps us stitch together what appears4 to be its 
economic beliefs. 

 
▌ In this respect, it appears to be the case that ANO 

is against the sectoral taxes (i.e., taxes on selected 
sectors such as utilities, banks or telecoms), 
against any increase in taxes, and, following the 
recent reversals of Babis, against balanced budget 
as an immediate policy goal5 as well as against 
the membership in the Eurozone as the ultimate 
goal. This wasn’t the first turnaround. Back in 2013 
ANO advocated that second pension pillar 
(=funded pillar that workers and/or employers pay 
into while paying less to first, state-run, pillar) be 
kept with minor changes (compulsory entry for 
new labor market entrants with possibility of 
permanent opt-out). Nonetheless, it voted to 
repeal the second pillar in 2015…We have no fresh 
information about the pensions plans of the party 
but to give it the benefit of the doubt it can 
probably be “flexible” here.   
 

▌ Hence, the only clarity (of sort) that we have  
regarding the economic plans is regarding the 
taxes: ANO’s economic program is pretty much a 
tax program. While the insistence is on taxes to 
not rise, the “program” is very light on details and 
comes across as childishly chaotic and 
unsystematic.  There is a  

 
▌ proposal to lower personal income tax 

(PIT) for all employees making CZK 
113k/month or less, with all those making 
more seeing their taxes unchanged. Details 
are unknown. 

▌ proposal to lower VAT on beer on tap and 
flowers (probably an attempt at gender 
equality even in nonsensical tax reliefs), on 

                                                                          
close to that amount was raised during almost 4 years that Babis 
was a Minister of Finance.  
 
4 “appears” because there is no certainty about the durability of 
the beliefs: there  were numerous changes in ANO stance over last 
couple of years, for example regarding the balanced budget or 
Eurozone membership.  
5 ANO proposes to increase government investments into 
infrastructure, details thereof remain unknown.  

https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/o-cem-snim-kdyz-nahodou-spim.pdf
https://www.anobudelip.cz/cs/o-nas/program/volby-2013/resortni-program/
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food in restaurants (this seems to be an 
attempt at atonement for electronic-
record-of sales, or EET, which Babis 
implemented late in 2016 and in 2017), on 
water, sewage and basic foodstuffs and on 
(bizarrely…) bike / shoe repairs. 
  

▌ This is no coherent program: it is a rabble of tax 
cuts besprinkled with promise of infrastructure 
spending that is vaguer and more uncertain even 
than Trump’s fiscal policy dreams. ANO says the 
cost to budget of the tax cuts is about CZK 45 bn. 
Although ANO isn’t saying balanced budget is a 
goal anymore, it says that the revenues’ shortfall 
will be covered by faster growth and more 
revenues from EET. That will not happen: the idea 
that tax-driven booms pay for themselves has zero 
empirical support (even CATO Institute admits that 
much ↗) and EET, while budget-positive, had only 
relatively small effect on revenues (CZK 8-10 bn. at 
most). The effect of ANO’s policies would be the 
increase in deficit, possibly quite massively so 
(should infrastructure spending be undertaken), 
with some boost to growth if infrastructure boost 
were to be undertaken. 
 
CSSD: HANDFUL OF GOOD, FISTFUL 
OF NONSENSICAL MEASURES AND A 
BIG BUDGET HOLE FOR ALL. 
  

▌ Social Democrats are no better when it comes to 
fiscal prudence, even if there is a coherent 
program in place (which takes about a third of the 
entire election program). Theirs is a program 
which would have even larger negative effects on 
the budget than plans of ANO, effects that CSSD, 
unlike ANO, does not even bother to quantify. 
 

▌ There are some standard Social Democratic 
proposals, some of them reasonable. Joint 
taxation of married couples, 5 weeks of holidays 
for all employees, rise of minimum wage or slight 
shift towards property taxes make sense because 
they represent a sensible tax relief (for the first of 
these), an increase in labor share of income in 
GDP, still low here by Western standard, (for the 
second and third) and the shift toward non-
distortionary taxation (in case of the last one). One 
can also include among “why-not” measures the 

better regulation of “sharing” - or, more precisely-, 
“access” - economy. 
 

▌ Then, there is an array of ideologically-driven 
policies with clearly negative fiscal consequences. 
There is unchanged (i.e., pay-as-you-go) pension 
system (which is a fiscal ticking bomb), allowances 
for up to a million children (nonsensical and 
wasteful family policy as most of the parents 
aren’t having kids because of few crowns thrown 
their way), public transport free of charge for 
seniors and students (a copy from Slovak’s PM Fico 
playbook), founding of Czech investment bank (as 
if credit crunch is a problem here and our banking 
system isn’t awash with liquidity…). There is also a 
raft of bizarre measures: right to be inaccessible 
after work (as if employer couldn’t find thousand 
other ways to fire you if you not checking 
cellphone after work irked him) or allowance for 
funeral. And there is a mixture of sheer dreams 
and things out of government control: “industry 
4.0” (whatever that means…), fight against 
manufacturing flight from Europe, average wage of 
CZK 40 ths., i.e., about 35% higher than now. How 
does the government want to achieve this remains 
unknown – and I hope it is  not by hiking the public 
sector wages by 300% or by taking over CNB and 
running the printing presses at full steam. 

 
▌ After the uproar that the tax program called “Just 

taxes6” caused back in February and with poll 
preferences in the freefall after the conflict 
between CSSD and Babis, CSSD by summer 
retreated. Since it is now saying that it will “bring” 
average monthly gross wage to CZK 40 ths., it 
makes no sense to insist on taxing anyone having 
more than that at higher rate, allright…In a race to 
create largest hole in the budget, Social 
Democrats, inebriated with the booming economy, 
now say that they will lower the PIT for “98%” of 
the employees. How and how much it will cost? 
Silence. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 This program would have seen the personal income tax rising for 
anyone with wage in excess of CZK 40 ths. per month., i.e. even for 
skilled workers in automotive industry. 

https://www.cato.org/blog/lessons-reagan-tax-cuts
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KSCM: DIRIGISME AND CLASS 
STRUGGLE. 

 
▌ Most of these measures are CSSD’s knee-jerk 

response to falling preferences in the polls and 
desperate attempt at attracting the left-wing 
voters poached by both ANO and KSCM. These 
measures, thus, unsurprisingly, move CSSD closer 
to KSCM in terms of actual policy – they both want 
almost identical minimum wage hikes, identical 
pension systems with similar growth rates of 
pensions, constraints on profit transfers abroad, 
full payment of sick allowances from day one etc. 
 

▌ They differ on PIT where KSCM wants progressive 
taxation (19%, 25%, 32%) whereas CSSD, forced to 
fish in ANO’s waters too, professes to not want to 
do that, and on corporate income tax (CIT) where 
KSCM wants progression as well. Make no mistake, 
though: CSSD would want these too (progressive 
CIT and PIT were part of February tax package), 
but needs more centrist voters…KSCM also 
proposes measures that would make the labor 
market much less flexible: so-called right to work, 
right to first employment, higher wages (“EU 
level”), lower hours etc. 
 

▌ The major, however, difference between KSCM 
and Social Democrats is in the degree of 
government’s ingerence in the markets. This is 
(thankfully) still much higher for KSCM, with its 
insistence on state ownership of important 
industries (banks, mining, energy, IT, foreign trade 
etc.)  and founding of new state enterprise (a 
creeping nationalization), with even larger hole in 
the budget and the distinctly class flavor of the 
policies. After all, the highly redistributive KSCM 
program mentions in multiple places the need to 
stop the “speculators” and that “foreign capital” 
(and church) is an arch-enemy. 

 

ODS: ANO COPYCAT – DREAMS 
AND TAXES. 
 

▌ Civic Democrats were pummeled in 2013 elections, 
taking just 7.7% (as against 20.2% in 2010 
elections) and are facing the same problem as 
Social Democrats: mistrust of traditional parties 
coupled with amorphous catch-all ANO that is 
taking their voters. No wonder, thus, that its 

program, apart from the totem in the form of the 
repeal of EET and apart from the fairly good anti-
bureaucratic package ↗, bears close resemblance 
to that of its centrist nemesis, especially in its 
reductionist (economy=taxes) approach.  

 
▌ So we end up with another “dreams and taxes” 

economic “program”. Just like dreaming leader of 
ANO the Civic Democrats promise digital society 
and few other things that would – even with 
government working on nothing else – require 10+ 
years (smart cities, broadband internet 
everywhere etc.) Realizing that this will hardly 
sway the myopic voters their way, what gets 
thrown to them is, surprise, taxes!  

 
▌ In concurrence with ANO, ODS plans to lower 

personal income taxes for all, and to do it in a 
different ways: it wants to reinstate the ceiling on 
health insurance contributions, lower statutory 
rate and to repeal the “solidarity surcharge” of 7% 
currently levied on high incomes. It also plans – 
and this is a good step – to lower, by 2 pp., the 
social security contributions of employees, and 
also plans to lower VAT.   

 
▌ On the plus side, they think they know how much 

this will cost: CZK 40 bn. on lost PIT revenues, 
additional billions on lower VAT. On the minus 
side, the explanation of where will this money 
come from is just like from ANO’s 2013 playbook. 
Where ANO had “massive corruption and wasteful 
spending” as a source of additional revenues, ODS 
has “the abuse in social system and reduction of 
wasteful subsidies” coupled with extra revenues 
generated by the resultant boost to growth. These 
three should bring CZK 10, 24 and 10 bn., 
respectively.  

 
▌ However, just like ANO found out, this is much 

easier said than done. Unless ODS wants to touch 
pensions (which account for over 80% of social 
spending), CZK 10bn. in savings from stopping the 
alleged abuse of the social system is a fairy-tale. 
Also, wasteful subsidies is apparently something 
that ANO tried to tackle under its “wasteful 
spending” slogan and there is very little to show 
for it. Additional CZK 10 bn. in additional taxes 
from package this small is also unrealistic: with 
lower VAT at the same time and accounting for 
savings rate of households, it will be closer to CZK  

http://www.ods.cz/volby2017/program/antibyrokraticky-balicek
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5 bn., if that.  The net result will be deeper deficit, 
a surprising thing from a party that declares itself 
a right-wing conservative one.  

 
TOP09: AN ISLAND OF (LARGELY) 
POSITIVE DEVIATION 
 
▌ The beacon of fiscal responsibility is thus TOP09. 

Amid the deluge of tax cut plans, Toffler-like 
“visions” and bizarre bribes to the voters, the 
following (taken from TOP09 program) is a 
revelation to read: 
 
▌ The promise to largely abstain from the tax 

cut race and to lower the social security 
contributions instead, by 8 p.p. (though 
most of that on the employees’ side). 
 

▌ The removal from the tax system of 
numerous tax exceptions, though with 
some to be kept or instituted (tax 
deductions for costs associated with 
kindergartens / pre-schooling). 

 
▌ More flexible labor market (flexible labor 

contract termination, lower social security 
contributions for part-time or non-standard 
contracts etc.). 

 
▌ Higher extent of merit to be implemented 

in the social system (the maternal 
allowance without a ceiling) and the 
reform of the pension system to 
emphasize individual savings. 

 
▌ Most importantly, the promise to balance 

the budget cyclically (and to enter 
Eurozone) is the rare example of the fiscal 
prudence and responsibility. 

 
There are, of course, some ideologically-
motivated ideas (repeal of EET) and there is the 
conservative myth of widespread abuse of the 

social system, but overall it is a balanced, 
fiscally responsible economic program largely 
free of bizarre particularities and one that 
doesn’t promise easy money to everyone.  

 

KDU-CSL: VAGUENESS SQUARED 
 
▌ Neither does the program of KDU-CSL, last 

party with more or less secure entry into the 
Parliament. But that is because it doesn’t really 
say anything concrete, despite being 
underwritten by two economists, Mr. Kysilka 
and Mr. Zahradnik. 
 

▌ It is a program brimful of irrelevant / 
nonsensical promises and inconsistencies. The 
coordination of tax bases across EU countries is 
certainly not high on domestic voters’ lists (and 
EU’s torn on the idea anyway) and the idea that 
if you prevent companies from transferring 
profits abroad they will hike wages here is naïve 
at best (they probably will not come or consider 
leaving instead).  Among the inconsistencies are 
the promises to repeal EET (wait, weren’t KDU-
CSL the part of the coalition that implemented 
it?), to enable faster drawdown of EU money 
(again, they had last 4 years to do something 
about “bureaucratic system inhibiting the 
draws”) or to not increase the number of public 
sector workers (which rose by about 40 ths. over 
last 4 years on their watch). 

 
▌ The program is essentially one-pager of 

anodyne and general promises: “we shall 
reform the state financial institutions, we shall 
strive to simplify the tax system and make it 
stable, we shall give more money to pro-growth 
measures, we shall prepare entry to Eurozone, 
we shall strive for sustainable public finances”.  
How, when, what will it cost etc. is nowhere to 
be found.  
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